The Complete Beginners Guide To Scoring
This is the diamond:

When a runner advances to first put a line here:

When a runner advances to 2nd put a line here:

When a runner advances to 3rd put a line here:

When the runner gets home fill in the diamond:

When the first person is out put a 1 in the centre of the diamond:

1
When the 2nd person gets out put a 2 in the centre of the diamond:

2

When the 3rd person gets out put a 3 in the centre of the diamond:

3

When the 3rd out is made put two diagonal lines through the rectangle at the
bottom of the box. This is end of inning:

3

This runner reached 1st safely but was out before getting to 2nd. They were the
first out.

1
This runner reached 3rd safely but was out before getting home. They were
the second out of the inning:

2
This runner reached 2nd safely but was out before reaching 3rd. They were the
third and last out of the inning.

3

The first batter was out without making any bases.
1
The second batter hit a home run

The third batter made it to 3rd base

The fourth batter was out trying to get to 2nd.
2
The fifth batter made it to 1st

3

The sixth batter was caught without making a base and was the
3rd out. Innings over.
In the second innings, the seventh batter made it home.

The eighth batter also made it home.

1

2

The ninth batter struck out. They are the first out.

The first batter was out going to 2nd. They are the second out.

The second batter made it home.

The third batter made it safely to 3rd.

3

The fourth batter was out going to 1st. They are the third out.
Innings over.

Runs
Total

5

5

10

15

3

18

At the bottom of every column is a box cut with a diagonal line.
The top box is for the runs scored this innings.
The bottom box is for the total runs in the game.
In the above game of 3 innings:
 In the first innings the batting team scored 5 runs. Score as 5 / 5.
 In the second innings the batting team scored 10 runs. Score as 10 / 15
 In the third innings the batting team scored 3 runs. Score as 3 / 18.
The final total for this team is 18 runs.

Remember: once the score card is signed the
score will stand!

